Sugarcane Increase in Chambers Co.
2004-05

These varieties were hand-harvested from Beaumont Center plots and planted in Chambers Co. Plots were planted in Oct and Nov 2004 in a commercial sugarcane field (farmer: Steve Stelly). Large amounts of rain and poor drainage led to the discontinuation of this test.

East

Field road .................................................................
U.S.D.A. sugar cane plantings ----------------------------------------- 3 rows
2-row gap .................................................................
HoCP 85-845 (410 ft.) ----------------| Gap | HoCP 91-555 (400 ft.) ----------- 3 rows
2-row gap .................................................................
LCP 85-384 (180 ft.) --| Gap | HoCP 96-540 (400 ft.)----| Gap | Ho 95-988 (280 ft.) --- 3 rows
2-row gap .................................................................
HoCP 00-961 (280 ft.) ------| Gap | HoCP 91-552 (290 ft.) --------| Fallow .................... 3 rows
2-row gap .................................................................
TucCP 77-42 (300 ft.) --------------| Gap | L97-128 (450 ft.) ------------------- 3 rows
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